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Once again, murderers make news in the USA and probably around the world. The debate over firearms,
always cooking since I can remember, once again is moved to the front of the stove, the flame turned up
high. Anybody looking for affirmation of, or bitter attacks against, any point-of-view, can easily find
them. I ask The Committee for insight not typically offered or sought. Please add your questions in the
comments.
Q:
Esteemed Committee, please tell us why humans believe killing groups of humans solves
something.
C:
Experience and observation. Mass killers have the experience of observing violent death and
effects, reactions and attention. They believe these things are worth the act which brings about reactions.
Q:
The never ending debate about firearms - a good idea in my opinion - seems to get in the way.
C:
Humans have always been violent. Debate does not block or impede, as long as it remains a
debate. This means back and forth, up and down, left and right, forward then back. The problem arises
when debate ends because few if any points-of-view reach objectives.
Q:
How do alien ET societies resolve differences such as now raging in the USA over mass
shootings?
C:
All participants, both debaters and others subject to the resolution or decision of the discussion,
agree in advance when a consensus or compromise will have been reached, and agree in advance to
accept compromise.
Q:
It is argued, with merit to a degree difficult or impossible to measure, that less guns means less
violence with them.
C:
Of course this is true, however it ignores the basic two-way relationship: does the presence of a
weapon increase desire to be violent or provide a method and means? Large cutting instruments & tools,
especially motorized, plus crude bombs, motor vehicles and poisons to list only a few methods, remain
available to violent perpetrators.
Q:
C:

Is the other argument valid, that disarmament of the US population would lead to tyranny?
If other changes are not made also, included with the disarmament, yes.

Q:
C:

What changes?
Shrink the size of the United States government.

Q:
Good luck with that, my fellow Americans. We loves us some good gubmint! OK, next question;
what about the comparisons often made with other nations?
C:
These serve little purpose; you our channel and friend know Latin America well, or at least you
did as you believe. The region of Spanish and Portuguese speaking people in the Americas have one third
of the world's murders with eight percent of the world's population, and these killings are concentrated in
Venezuela, Brazil and Mexico. Other nations in the region have fewer. The English and French speakers
of the Americas kill one another at far lower rates, yet have many more firearms. Most murders use
firearms, yet as guns have proliferated around the world, murder has fallen.

You do not know your recent human history of six thousand years as we do, so we will tell you, humans
are far less violent towards one another than several millennia before and even recently.
Q:
C:

Where y'all sound like you're going is, guns are not the problem with killing.
No, they are a replaceable link in a long chain wound several times around a much bigger topic.

Q:
C:

The topic is?
Interhuman treatment and intrahuman thought.

Q:
C:

How we think and how we act?
Yes.

Q:
Across the world, almost all violence is perpetrated by men. Unlike pregnancies occurring only in
women, something physiology demands, most males aren't violent but violence is male. What makes the
few attack & kill and why only men, sometimes young ones? (Reader note: female initiated violence is so
low, it almost doesn't count statistically.)
C:
Nature and nurture.
Q:
Were we programmed with this natural tendency by our Alien ET creators, or was this trait
allowed to remain, taken from either Alien ET or Earth sourced DNA?
C:
Yes, allowed to remain and programmed for defense and survival. Consider pet canines and
felines and their ability to harm and kill humans compared to the rates at which such ability is used that
way. Many dogs can kill their human caretakers, nearly all cats can hospitalize you.
Some humans first liked and still do like the gains and advantages obtained from attacks on others, and
have repeated the behavior.
Stop repeating the behavior, stop showing it.
Q:
The problem is, press freedom.
C:
No press freedoms should be infringed, to use the preferred American word for curtailment,
restriction or removal. Not at all. Humans will be shown the news if they want it. If enough viewers and
consumers of news actively denounce information about violence, and nearly all refuse to give attention,
it would disappear from news pages quickly. The model and example would fade from view and thought.
This must be done voluntarily, which requires awareness.
This is an example of what your alien extraterrestrial friend and visitors to Earth wish to explain. Few
humans want this; very few. Until mankind displays willingness to listen to alien extraterrestrial
observations, experience and recommendations for mankind, the visitors will remain mostly behind the
curtain. There is almost nothing humans might tell extraterrestrials visitors to Earth which is not already
well known and understood. There can be no conversation about humanity; they know your side of the
chat; will humans listen to theirs?
Q:
When and where will the next mass shooting occur?
C:
The ones of which we know are nearly certain, we will never reveal. Others are not yet planned
along the Earth timeline.
Q:
C:

Esteemed Committee, thank you.
Our honor and pleasure, please one and all, offer your questions and comments on this topic.

